Assessment of ten density functionals through the use of local hyper-softness to get insights about the catalytic activity : Iron-based organometallic compounds for ethylene polymerization as testing molecules.
Ten functionals were used to assess their capability to compute a local reactivity descriptor coming from the Conceptual Density Functional Theory on a group of iron-based organometallic compounds that have been synthesized by Zohuri, G.H. et al. in 2010; these compounds bear the following substituent groups: H-, O2N- and CH3O- at the para position of the pyridine ring and their catalytic activities were experimentally measured by these authors. The present work involved a theoretical analysis applied on the aforementioned iron-based compounds thus leading to suggest a new 2,6-bis(imino)pyridine catalyst based on iron(II) bearing a fluorine atom whose possible catalytic activity is suggested to be near the catalytic activity of the complex bearing a hydrogen atom as a substituent group by means of the so called local hyper-softness (LHS) thus opening a chance to estimate a possible value of catalytic activity for a new catalyst that has not been synthesized yet without simulating the entire process of ethylene polymerization. Since Conceptual DFT is not a predictive theory, but rather interpretative, an analysis of the used reactivity descriptor and its dependence upon the level of theory was carried in the present work, thus revealing that care should be taken when DFT calculations are used for these purposes.